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several broken-into or stolen systems have been
targeted with brute force attacks. one of the most
memorable incidents of that sort was the credit
union hack, in which a credit union in boston was
hit by a denial-of-service attack that took out the
credit union's internal network. one former
employee complained to the fbi that they became
suspicious when he "was getting suspicious
'phone calls at odd hours, and that while he was
at his home,.. his non-local numbers appeared on
his caller id as local numbers." unfortunately, the
attacker wasn't really trying to crack the pkcs#1
padding algorithm; instead, they employed two
simple techniques to defeat the encryption: (1)
"all of the encryption in the application is done by
a single routine that works on a single 512-bit
block of data. the user-supplied key is used to
convert plaintext to a form that can be used by
the encryption routine, and back again. [.] this
means that all of the processing that normally
happens in the message is now concentrated into
the 512-bit block of data." (2) "we have also
modified the operation of the des keys themselves
by changing the position of the encrypted nibbles
in the key stream. this causes the transformation
of the block to occur very frequently, and
introduces a delay when the same 1024-bit key is
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being used for the same block of data. we hope to
make the time to process a block of data so long
that the cost of the attack will exceed the value of
the data to be protected." eventually, the
attackers managed to crack the encryption. the
smartest attack strategy is to take advantage of
the fact that most cryptosystems will corrupt or
fail if two unrelated messages are encrypted with
the same key. for instance, suppose that a
message that says, "i am running from the cops"
was encrypted with the key "i am a man running
from the cops" and another message that says,
"you are being watched" was encrypted with the
key "i am a woman who is being watched" (or, for
that matter, "i am a robot"). the recipient decrypts
the first message using "i am a man running from
the cops," and the recipient decrypts the second
message using the second key, "i am a woman
who is being watched." when the messages are
decrypted, a clever attacker will notice that the
messages don't make much sense unless the
decrypted messages are correlated. in this case,
the attacker might try to correlate the second
message with the first message, by encrypted all
combinations of two messages, each message
encrypted using a different key, until the
correlation was found.
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for details about the history and development of
ssl/tls, see handbook for the secure transports :

the ssl and tls protocols (m. allman and n.
hutchins, addison-wesley press, 1996). ssl/tls was

designed to be transparent to the application
running on the client and server. it should appear
to the application as ssl/tls is doing its thing. like
many technical accomplishments, the motivation

for ssl/tls was a desire to make cryptography
more approachable to consumers, and to protect

data from snooping/witnessing, thus enabling
easier, faster, and more convenient commerce

over insecure media. no magic, no exotic crypto
protocols, just plain ol' ssl. the x.509 standard

specifies public key cryptography in the context of
applications based on that standard. it is not an
encryption standard. if x.509 is being used as an
encryption algorithm, the standard is not useful
for that purpose; it fails to use encryption at all.

x.509 was invented by a united states
cryptographer (elliot backoff) and a netherlands

cryptographer (willem-paul bremer). the 1993 u.s.
national research council report "rsa cryptography

standards: a case study in federal cryptography
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policy" criticized x.509's use of a weak signature
algorithm, and therefore recommended that u. it

is generally known that ibm selected feistel as the
design basis for des. they officially attributed it to

brin for his "substantial influence" in what was
characterized by ibm as the "des back door" in

1970 (innis and shamir, the design and analysis of
computer cryptography, p. 59). the algorithm was
in fact developed by ron rivest and adi shamir in

1973. 2 the first published version of the
algorithm was in 1973 (rivest, cryptography, w. h.
freeman and co., san francisco, 1973) for a two-

key triple-des; in 1994 the same authors
published the final version of the two-key triple-

des ("triple-des in c language", ibm systems
journal, 33(3), 1994, 1052-1065); original

publication of the algorithm used by ibm is "a
method for obtaining digital signatures and public-

key cryptosystems" by rivest in 1978,
communications of the acm, 21(2), pp. 120-126).
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